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From: Dress A Girl Around the World (mail@flocknote.com)
To:

suzbeck@yahoo.com

Date: Monday, May 10, 2021, 07:36 PM PDT

Dress A Girl Around the World

Happy May! (But wait!, how did it get to be May
already?!) Hope everyone is doing well. Here are a few
Dress-a-Girl things for your attention:

Super short/small dresses: Several months ago we decided not to make what we
have been calling a 'size 2' dress, as they are just too small. However, we are still
getting several finished size 2s returned--they were probably kits that were floating
around out there when we made that decision.
I'd like to ask a favor...IF you are serging, ironing or making a kit and the dress
looks really small, please measure it from the top of the casing to the hem. If it is
less than 24" unironed or 22" ironed, please either 1) return it to us so we can fix it
or 2) add a strip of coordinating fabric or ruﬄe to the bottom of the dress so that the
finished dress size from casing to hem is 24" or more. You guys all know how much
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I hate fixing dresses (
!), so I would really appreciate it if you'd help us weed
out these small ones! BLESS YOU!!

Pockets: You all are just super creative when it comes to making dresses and
sometimes I'm just blown away at how crazy-adorable they are! It's really amazing
how everyone uses the little armhole cutouts on the pockets, and everyone does it
so diﬀerently! See some recent pix below (I'll try to add these to the website soon,
but if you need other inspiration, check here.). Thank you so much for your
creativity and for caring so much for each little girl. Here are a few pocket reminders
as well:
1) Please make sure to backstitch several times at the top of the pocket on each
side where it attaches to the dress. Of course those spots get a lot of stress as
hands go in and out, so that will ensure the pocket stays secure.
2) To correctly place the pockets, fold the dress in half (vertically, so that the hem
touches the casing)...that fold line would approximately be the little girl's waist, so
place the pockets just slightly below that fold. Think about where you might like
pockets and place accordingly. If they are too high or too low, they just don't work
and someone (usually me!
) has to remove and fix them. (Rebecca made a great
how-to pocket video a few years ago. Check it out here--scroll down a ways.)
3) We've had a few dresses come in where the pocket is stitched with a really large
margin, which isn't great either. Remember that, since many third-world families
share small living quarters, many times the pockets are the only place the girl has
that is her own to keep her treasures, so we want to make sure she has the
maximum amount of room to do that (which is also why we do two pockets!)
4) When stitching pockets (or anything on the dress for that matter), please use a
10-12 stitch length (per inch). We've had a few returned using a longer (6/in or
basting) stitch and of course those are in greater danger of ripping. Does that make
sense? Hope so! Of course feel free to use any fancy stitches that you may have
available on your machine...that really adds to the dress too!

5) If you are appliquéing a shape onto
the pocket using the armhole cutout,
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please pink the edges of the shape AND
use an appliqué stitch (or tight, close
zig-zag) to attach the appliqué to the
pocket. Otherwise the piece will fray.

Some cool recent pocket designs!
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Many of you know Mary Ann, who has
sewn dresses with us for several years
and she's also a champ at finding
donated fabric for us. Another thing she
does really well is quilting! We give her
a lot of small scraps that we can't use
(including armhole cutouts that aren't
used) and she makes baby quilts to
gives away to whoever might need
them. Look at this...isn't it stunning!?!
If you zoom in, you might see a scrap
from a dress you've made. Wishing
God's blessings on Mary Ann and all
she does!
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Check out the May newsletter from Rachel at Dress-a-Girl headquarters...featuring
all the dresses that were sent to Malawi (and we helped!)
ALSO:
Please keep my mom in prayer as she has developed shingles and viral
meningitis. She can't take any pain medication for the shingles, as it interacts with
other things she takes, and she's really miserable and in a lot of pain. I know she
would really appreciate it! She's also going stir crazy because she can't do much!

Thanks for everything you all are doing! Keep sewing and hopefully we can get
together soon!
Blessings,
Suzanne
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